Michigan Law Review accepting administrative law proposals until August 16

The Book Review Editors of the Michigan Law Review are soliciting proposals related to the recent (and ongoing) sea changes in administrative law. This is a unique and expedited request—the call for Book Review submissions has closed for the year. However, the Editors feel that the issue would be incomplete without writing on such an important topic. We are briefly reopening the submissions window until August 16.

All book reviews published in MLR engage with a text. “Text” can be interpreted broadly. Be it a recently published book of legal scholarship, a novel, or an older, canonical text, the Book Review Office encourages authors to think creatively about the form and function of legal scholarship. Priority will be given to proposals that offer unique and timely perspectives.

ABOUT US
The Book Review issue of the Michigan Law Review is one of the most widely read law review issues in the country. It is the only issue from a leading law review dedicated solely to reviewing books related to the law. The Book Review Editors enjoy working collaboratively with authors to elevate unique perspectives on timely topics.

SUBMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
To submit a proposal for consideration, please email michlrev.ed.br@umich.edu a Microsoft Word document containing the following information:

● Information about the book you propose to review.
  ○ This should include: author, title, publisher, and publication date; a brief overview of the book’s contents; and a brief description of the book’s place within legal scholarship, including an explanation of why you think the book is important and timely.

● Information about the piece you propose to write.
  ○ This should include: a summary of the anticipated content or scope of the review, including a description of the angle you plan to take and the novel arguments that you anticipate advancing in the piece.

● Biographical information.
  ○ Please attach a copy of your CV. Please also note if you have previously published with the Michigan Law Review. You are welcome to share any additional information about your credentials. If you have a relationship with the author of a book that you propose reviewing, you must disclose this relationship in your proposal.

If you have any questions, please email the Book Review office at michlrev.ed.br@umich.edu.